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Abstract
The paper studies the evolution of contact forces in granular materials
as a preferential growth process whereby the incremental change in forces
is proportional to their current values. Preferential growth of forces is
depicted herein as a positive feedback process that enhances the hetero-
geneity in granular media over the course of loading. As an initial step,
2D discrete element simulations are performed to verify the hypothesis in
the simpler case of hydrostatic loading, with an extension to deviatoric
loading thereafter suggested. Not being predicated upon particularities
of any mechanical model, the preferential growth mechanism reveals the
commonality between the force network and other self-organized complex
systems with dynamic interaction networks. The paper concludes with
potential mechanical consequences such a dependency between current
state and the incremental change entails.
1 Introduction
The advent of photoelastic experimental techniques [1, 2] and discrete element
methods [3] in the 1970’s opened a new window into the microscopic features of
contact network and force transmission within granular media. The pioneering
experiments of Bob Behringer and coworkers [4, 5] further visualized the way the
stress applied on the boundaries is transmitted through an intricate network of
force chains. Intriguingly, the structure of force transmission in granular media
highly resembles other self-organized networks encountered in nature, see Fig. 1.
More interestingly, the force network and its evolution in confined granular
media share many statistical characteristics with other complex systems that
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involve a multitude of evolving interactions [6], such as social and economic
systems, and traffic, see e.g. [7] for more detailed juxtapositions.
Although the development of force network patterns can be aptly under-
stood and reproduced by mechanical analysis and numerical simulations such
as molecular and contact dynamic algorithms, nevertheless, the resemblance
between the force network in granular media and other seemingly unrelated
systems suggests a deeper mutual underlying physics that transcends the partic-
ular governing (constitutive) laws for each system. The field of network science
partially addresses this question of common characteristics of various systems
by providing a proper substrate-neutral depiction of interconnected multi-agent
systems.
“Preferential attachment” is among the most prominent class of processes
that is recognized in a variety of different complex systems and dynamic net-
works with evolving internal structure. Coined first in [8], the term preferential
attachment, in its general form, describes phenomena in which a change in
the system’s state is distributed among its constituents proportionally to their
current state. The basic concept of preferential evolutions has indeed been ob-
served in different fields with its statistical representation tracing back to classi-
cal works such as the Pólya urn model [9] and the so-called Yule processes [10].
In sociology, the same process is sometimes known as the Matthew effect [11]
which encapsulates the common idea of “rich gets richer”.
In simple words, the logic behind such preferential evolutions can be de-
scribed as follows. During a given process, if, due to some persisting “cause”,
a non-uniform pattern of distribution of a variable develops in a system, then,
due to the same cause, an additional change in the system is likely to follow the
current distribution of state; i.e. larger current values receive yet a larger por-
tion of increment and vice versa. Hence, the preferential evolution transcends
the governing laws of different systems in that its realization is not predicated
upon our knowledge of the above-mentioned cause.
Therefore, contrary to diffusion processes which often restore homogeneity
via a negative feedback, preferential growth by contrast enhances heterogeneity
through a positive feedback where the disparity between the lowest and highest
values in the system continuously increases as the process unfolds.
Coming back to granular media, the photoelastic experiments by Bob Behringer
and co-workers [12] show that, while for soft particles, the distribution of contact
forces is relatively diffused, a persistent structure in force network rapidly devel-
ops for stiff particles. The formation of such long-lasting structures can indeed
be explained in terms of a preferential growth process that bypass particularities
of mechanical considerations at both micro- and macro-levels.
From such a perspective, the present study explores the evolution of in-
terparticle forces in granular media in relation to the existing configuration of
force network. By employing 2D Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulations,
the incremental change in contact forces is systematically tracked during both
hydrostatic and deviatoric loading paths. Interestingly, the evolution of forces
is shown to follow a preferential growth rule whereby the increment of change
is proportional to the current value of the contact force. For the deviatoric—
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Figure 1: (Top) Network of interparticle forces in granular materials in a photoe-
lastic experiment, adopted from [12], (Bottom) Mycorrhizal network of plants
roots (Copyright of Odair Alberton, Universidade Paranaense, Brazil. Used
with permission).
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here, isobaric—loading path, an extension of the general rule is shown to hold
independently along principal stress directions. When integrated, the preferen-
tial growth rule projects a linear variation of contact forces with relevant stress
variables, which is also confirmed by numerical simulations. While not delved
into deeply in this brief communication, such a dependency between incremen-
tal changes and the current state can have fundamental repercussions in the
mechanical understanding of granular media, and can also be employed to elab-
orate the interdependencies among the various local variables at play [13, 14].
2 Preferential Growth of Forces: A Simple Case
of Hydrostatic Stress
For a process evolving according to the preferential growth rule, the incremental
change in the targeted local variable is proportional to its current value. In other
words, the global change is distributed locally, proportional to the current local
distribution. It is worth mentioning that the analysis in this section is partly
inspired by the graph theoretical analysis for evolving networks offered in [15],
among others. For the simpler case of hydrostatic loading in granular materials,
the preferential growth hypothesis predicts a general evolution relation of the
following form:
df c ∝ f c for all contacts c (1)
where the f c and df c are the current value and the change in the magnitude
of the force at contact c, respectively, and the relation is assumed to hold in a
statistical sense for all the contacts. Assuming the validity of the hypothesis in
Eq. 1, a more explicit form of the relation can be written for the hydrostatic
loading where the change in the forces is due to a change in hydrostatic pressure,
p, i.e.
df c
dp
= A
f c
Nc
∑
α=1
fα
(2)
with A being a proportionality coefficient with dimension of a length in 2D, and
Nc the number of contacts. Here, the coefficient A is taken to be the same for
all the contacts, which renders Eq. 2 non-trivial.
Moreover, the summation in the denominator runs over all the contacts
and represents merely a normalizing constant that turns the current value of
a particular contact force into a weighting function which further facilitates
subsequent calculations. Summing the two sides of Eq. 2 over all contacts leads
to:
Nc
∑
α=1
dfα
dp
= A
Nc
∑
α=1
fα
Nc
∑
α=1
fα
→
Nc
∑
α=1
dfα = Adp (3)
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Integrating both sides of Eq. 3, gives A =
(
Nc
∑
α=1
fα
)
/p, considering that all the
contact forces vanish at p = 0. By substituting the value of A back into Eq.
2, we obtain the following rather intuitive form of preferential growth of forces
with respect to changes in stress, i.e.
df c
f c
=
dp
p
(4)
The crucial point to keep in mind here is that Eq. 4 is postulated for every single
contact (Nc number of equations), and from this point of view, the relation in
Eq. 4 is different from, but still consistent with, the Love-Weber stress averaging
formula [16].
The two sides of Eq. 4 can now be integrated to find the evolution of contact
forces with hydrostatic stress:
f c(p) =
f c0
p0
p (5)
with f c0 being the reference value of the contact c at the reference pressure p0.
The relation in Eq. 5 predicts a linear variation of contact forces with pressure in
a hydrostatic loading path essentially because the coefficient of proportionality
in Eq. 4 is equal to 1. Otherwise, the integration of Eq. 4 will lead to a power
function for force in terms of pressure.
2.1 DEM Simulation: Hydrostatic Stress
The relations expressed in Eqs. 4-5 are derived based on the preferential growth
hypothesis (Eq. 1) whose validity is next checked through 2D DEM simulations
performed using YADE software [17]. The simulation is carried out on a square
assembly of 5,000 circular particles with radii uniformly distributed (by mass
percentage) between 0.75 and 1.2 mm. A stiffness parameter, E = 106 kN/m2
is assigned to the particles, based on which the linear normal stiffness at each
contact point is calculated as kn = E
2r1r2
r1+r2
where r1 and r2 are the radii of the
particles in contact. The tangential and normal stiffnesses at contact points are
assumed to be the same, kt = kn. A Coulomb friction limit of µ = 0.5 is used for
all the contacts. To avoid overcrowding the figures and for a better readability,
the results in this paper are presented in their dimensional forms with SI units.
Using periodic boundary conditions, a relatively loose assembly of parti-
cles has been brought to static equilibrium under hydrostatic pressure of p =
0.01 kN/m with a 2D porosity of 0.167. The hydrostatic pressure is then gradu-
ally increased to p = 1 kN/m, while the evolution of contact forces was tracked.
Figure 2 shows the incremental change in the magnitude of all contact forces
within the assembly due to an incremental change of dp = 0.01 kN/m applied
at a current stress level of p = 0.2 kN/m. The results in Fig. 2 indeed verify
the accuracy of the prediction by Eq. 4 which is represented by the 1-to-1 line.
The red square symbols with the error bars reflect the average variation of the
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Figure 2: Incremental change in the magnitude of all the contact forces, df c,
versus the magnitude of the contact force, f c, scaled with a factor of dp/p. All
the values are measured at p = 0.2 kN/m for an increment in hydrostatic stress
of dp = 0.01 kN/m. The 1-to-1 line represents the prediction by Eq. 4. The red
square symbols represent the average variation of scattered results.
results, whose trend, while still linear, exhibits a slight deviation from 1-to-1
line. The consequences of this deviation will be discussed later on.
It is worth mentioning that, given the prefatory nature of the current study,
herein and thereafter, the data points are collected from a single DEM simulation
and no ensemble averaging has been performed. Indeed, future studies including
such ensemble averaging will better determine the confidence in the outcomes.
Moreover, while not presented here, we confirm that the accuracy of the relation
remains the same as the hydrostatic pressure increases and the dispersion of the
points only changes with the stress increment size, dp.
Furthermore, Eq. 5 predicts a linear increase in the magnitude of the contact
forces as the hydrostatic pressure increases, which is demonstrated by the re-
sults in Fig. 3. The inset graph shows the linear evolution predicted by Eq. 5 for
five selected contacts with the match being more accurate for stronger contact
forces. The slight deviation from the linear trend for weaker contact forces is
most probably due to the fact that weak forces (associated with newly formed
contacts) are more prone to local adjustments to satisfy equilibrium require-
ments.
Equation 5 also predicts that, when scaled properly, the evolution of all
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contact forces collapses into a single linear 1-to-1 trend, which is convincingly
verified by the results displayed in Fig. 3. In this figure, the cloud of points
represents the evolution of f c for all persisting contact forces throughout the
hydrostatic loading path, with f c being the magnitude of a given contact force
at a given hydrostatic pressure, p, while f c0 is the value of the same contact at
a reference pressure p0. The slight deviation from linearity at larger pressures
observed in average values (red square symbols) is reflective of the deviation of
the results in Fig. 2 from a 1-to-1 line. As explained earlier in the derivation
of Eq. 5, any proportionality other than 1 in Eq. 4 will result in a non-linear
variation of force with pressure.
It is also worth mentioning that the accuracy of the match between Eq. 5
and the simulation results is sensitive to the choice of reference pressure, p0,
since, at small pressures, the scaling factor f c0/p0 in Eq. 5 can attain arbitrary
values as the fluctuations in force values become more significant. In Fig. 3,
the assembly at p0 = 0.2 kN/m is taken as the reference state. Also, Fig. 3 is
restricted to persisting contacts simply because only the contacts that already
exist at the reference pressure p0 can be considered for evaluation of Eq. 5. For
the range of pressure considered in Fig. 3, persisting contacts comprise ∼ 92%
of the all the contacts.
At first glance, the existence of preferential growth for the granular assembly
under hydrostatic stresses may appear to be rather trivial considering that, from
a purely static point of view, for any contact force configuration at equilibrium
with external stresses, the equilibrium is maintained if stresses and forces are
all scaled with the same factor. However, strictly speaking, such a proportional
growth in contact forces is not a-priori guaranteed in a DEM simulation which
is dynamic in nature and involves a large number of internal kinematic degrees
of freedom. Indeed, the scatter of the DEM data in Fig. 2 reflects the deviation
from such a trivial proportional growth of the contact network. Therefore,
while intuitive, the results of hydrostatic compression provide a baseline for
the accuracy of preferential growth hypothesis and the degree of scatter in the
results.
3 Extension to Deviatoric Stress
Appropriate though the hydrostatic loading case can be in demonstrating the
main ideas of preferential growth and establishing a statistical baseline, it is nev-
ertheless known among DEM practitioners that the method is often incapable
of satisfactorily reproducing the intricacies of hydrostatic compaction loading
as observed in experiments.
In this section, therefore, we postulate an extended version of the preferential
growth that can be applied to deviatoric loading paths by considering separately
the evolution of contact force components along each principal stress direction.
In this case, the preferential growth in Eq. 4 is generalized to the following form:
df ci
f ci
=
dσi
σi
(6)
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Figure 3: Accuracy of Eq. 5 (1-to-1 line) verified for all the contacts as the hy-
drostatic pressure p is increased from p0 = 0.01 to a final value of p0 = 1 kN/m.
The inset graph shows the linear increase in magnitude of five selected contacts,
as the hydrostatic pressure increases. The red square symbols represent the
average variation of scattered results.
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where f ci is the component of the contact force in a frame of reference that
coincides with the principal directions of the stress tensor, and σi is the principal
value of stress along the ith direction. In our 2D cases with no shear stress
applied at the sample level, the index i refers to x and y directions. Equation 6
now expresses two preferential growth processes acting separately along the
two principal directions, and as such, the relation can be applied to deviatoric
loading paths with the two principal values of stress varying independently.
The validity of the postulate in Eq. 6 is checked through DEM simulation
of an isobaric test where, starting from a hydrostatic confinement, the vertical
stress, σy, is increased while the horizontal stress, σx is decreased with the same
rate such that the hydrostatic component of stress, p = (σx + σy)/2, is main-
tained constant. In the absence of external shear stresses, the principal direction
of stress are maintained along horizontal and vertical directions. The sample
has been prepared in a relatively dense state with an initial porosity of 0.151
under an initial confining pressure of 1 kN/m. Other simulation parameters are
kept the same as the hydrostatic test described in the previous section. A denser
initial state is adopted here to avoid local instabilities upon deviatoric loading.
Following an isobaric (a.k.a p-constant) stress path, the deviatoric stress is in-
creased until a deviatoric stress level of q/p = (σy − σx)/(σy + σx) = 0.1 is
reached. This deviatoric stress level is considerably below the peak value which
occurs around q/p = 0.45.
After reaching the desired deviatoric stress level, a small increment of stress
dσy = −dσx = 0.01 kN/m is applied and the change in all the contact forces is
tracked, which is compiled in Fig. 4. The horizontal axes of Fig. 4 have been
scaled with the absolute value of stress changes so that the increase in y direction
and decrease in x direction for the components of the contact forces are better
distinguished. Considering the prevalence of contact gain and loss mechanisms
at this stage of loading [18], only the evolution of persisting contacts is included.
Although the component-wise evolution of the contact forces in Fig. 4 is
rather scattered compared to the hydrostatic case (cf. Fig. 2), nevertheless,
the overall trends indeed follow the postulate in Eq. 6 for both x and y di-
rections, regardless of the direction of loading. The higher dispersion of data
in Fig. 4 can be explained due to the fact that force chains transmitting the
vertical/horizontal stresses are not themselves strictly vertical/horizontal and
as such, some degree of coupling can be expected between the vertical and
horizontal components of the force and how they evolve.
Considering that the increments of stress in horizontal and vertical directions
are of opposite signs, the general form of the relation in Eq. 6 can be said to be
valid under deviatoric loading paths. Despite the notable scatter of data, the
existence of a statistically significant 1-to-1 correlation in Fig. 4 is confirmed by
narrow 95% confidence intervals for the slope of the linear fit which is calculated
to be 1.0±0.066 for Fig. 4-(top), and 1.0±0.028 for Fig. 4-(bottom). It should be
noticed that, unlike the hydrostatic loading case, the existence of a preferential
growth under deviatoric loading (i.e. Eq. 6) is not obvious beforehand because,
when the incremental loading deviates from the its preceding loading path, the
force network evolution is not bound by mechanical considerations to follow the
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Figure 4: Incremental change in the x component (top) and y compo-
nent(bottom) of all the contact forces, versus their current value, f cx and f
c
y ,
scaled with a associated stress changes. The 1-to-1 line represents the pre-
diction by Eq. 6. The red square symbols represent the average variation of
scattered results.
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existing contact force values.
Generally speaking, it should also be kept in mind that at the limit of sliding,
the evolution of contact forces can be conditioned by the frictional criterion.
This issue is however avoided in the case studied herein, since the current stress
state is chosen to be considerably below the peak value where the number of
sliding contacts is known to be insignificant [6].
4 Discussion and Conclusions
The basic concept of preferential growth in contact forces explains how the het-
erogeneity in force distribution is accentuated as the external loading intensifies.
By circumventing the specific mechanical considerations, the presence of such a
preferential growth mechanism delineates one of the most prominent common-
alities between granular media and other self-organized complex systems where
strikingly similar internal structures are observed. Simple though it may seem
in the face of it, the positive feedback mechanism associated with the preferen-
tial growth potentially entails fundamental consequences in understanding the
mechanics of granular media, as briefly noted below.
• The positive feedback in preferentially growing processes is often associ-
ated with power-law distributions that are widely observed in a variety
of dynamic systems [15]. This is in contrast with the probability distri-
bution of contact forces which is known to exhibit an exponential decay,
particularly for strong forces [19, 20]. In this case, the probability distri-
bution of contact forces in granular media can be seen to be the result of
preferential growth, subjected to the requirements of static equilibrium.
Qualitatively speaking, the static equilibrium condition prevents the pos-
sibility of developing extremely large forces at contacts since such forces
should be in eventual static balance with other contact forces acting on the
same particle. Such a requirement precludes the occurrence of a power-
law distribution which predicts a gentler decay whereby the existence of
extremely large forces is not impossible. The conclusion herein is in ac-
cordance with the results from simple lattice models where a power-law
distribution is only observed for the unrealistic cases [21]. Nonetheless,
the scaling of the force distribution with the average force can indeed be
explained through the preferential growth process which preserves the ex-
ponential functional form as the ratio between different contact forces is
conserved.
• Inspired by multiphase mechanics, the homogenization methods for gran-
ular material is often based upon the so-called Hill’s microhomogeneity
condition, whereby the average of local products of stresses and strains is
considered to be equal to the product of average stresses and strains [22].
Therefore, from a statistical point of view, Hill’s lemma requires the local
values of stresses and strains to be statistically independent. By contrast,
the preferential growth inherently expresses a clear statistical dependency
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between the current value of forces and their incremental change, with the
former being related to current stress and the latter to the deformation at
contacts through a stiffness parameter, and hence to the strain. Conse-
quently, a dependency between the current forces and their increment can
potentially lead, contrary to Hill’s lemma requirement, to a dependency
between local stress and strain increments. While the argument is far from
being conclusive, the existence of preferential growth process can never-
theless shed new light on the ongoing debate about the interpretation of
Hill’s lemma for granular media [23, 24].
• The results of this study demonstrate preferential growth to be among the
key processes governing the evolution of a granular force network. Turning
to the spatial distribution of forces and stress, it turns out that in gran-
ular media the positive feedback associated with preferential growth acts
the opposite way to diffusion mechanisms. As such, while other processes
naturally exist in conjunction with preferential growth, one cannot expect
the spatial distribution of stress in confined granular materials to be expli-
cable in terms of merely diffusive processes and their associated parabolic
spatial distributions. This is in agreement with the results in [25] where
the parabolic forms of stress distributions, as predicted by diffusion-like
processes, are ruled out in favour of hyperbolic or elliptic forms.
The points raised above touch upon ramifications of the preferential growth
concept that enhance the interpretation and understanding of distinct charac-
teristics in granular mechanics. This brief communication, nevertheless, does
not claim to have yet provided definite answers to these fundamental questions.
Indeed, deeper interpretations of the above conjectures require rigorous anal-
yses and simulations that revisit such mechanical concepts in the light of the
dependency between the current state and the distribution of the applied in-
crements, as expressed by the preferential growth postulate. In particular, the
extended form of Eq. 6 should be checked for general loading directions in order
to better distinguish between the evolution in closed stress loading cycles. As
it stands, the preferential growth is not necessarily expected to be validated if
the direction of incremental loading deviate from its preceding loading path.
Of interest, moreover, can be the application of the preferential growth
framework to the evolution of forces in later loading regimes where local in-
stabilities in the form of microavalanches prevail.
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